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Wheelz GH Fees & Fines 

In addition to the cost of Wheelz GH membership activation and driving rates, other fees 
and fines may apply. See below for details. 

 

Mileage Fee 

Wheelz GH has parking locations across Accra, Kumasi, Tema, Cape Coast, Takoradi and 
Elmina. We ask that if you start your journey in Accra and wish to travel outside of Accra 
Geo location that you notify us at info@wheelzgh.com or via WhatsApp 020 141 6342. 

There is limited restriction as to where you can drive your Wheelz GH vehicle, but there is a 
limit on how many free kilometers are included in your trip.  

Every journey comes with 100 kilometers free per 24 hours duration. 

When you exceed 100 kilometers you will be charged an additional 1.5 GH₵ per kilometer.  

 

Low fuel return fee 

50 GH₵ fee if you end your trip with the fuel level being below 25% of the fuel tank. 
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Car Key Replacement 

If you lose the key, the replacement fee is $150 plus costs for materials and labor. 

 

Replacement customer card 

25 GH₵ to replace your customer/membership card. If you wish to request a new customer 
card or have lost your customer card email info@wheelzgh.com  

 

Fines/Violation Processing Fee 

You are responsible for paying any parking tickets and moving violations incurred during 
your reservation. If we receive a notice and process a violation, you will be charged a 100 
GH₵ processing fee in addition to the fine itself.  

 

Damage Fee 

Up to $1,000 to cover the costs related to an accident.  

 

Other Violations 

Up to 150 GH₵ per violation, plus costs incurred by Wheelz rentals LTD anytime a visit to 
the vehicle is required (including cleaning costs due to smoking or pets in the vehicle). 
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